tions of such distinctive fission properties (i.e., a low total kinetic energy release in fission combined with a unique and easily distinguishable fission energy and mass asymmetry) further experimental evidence was sought and, in contradiction to this interpretation, suggests an alternative explanation for their observations [7] .
A final possible reason for the negative results in the search for SHE's is the uncertainty in the assumed chemical properties. This reason is a less likely possibility than the others, because the predicted chemical properties are less uncertain than the predicted nuclear properties and also because a wide range of chemical properties have been utilized in the experimental SHE searches.
In this paper we summarize some experimental results related to the first four possibilities mentioned above.
II. COMPOUND NUCLEAR REACTIONS A « Competing Deep Inelastic Transfer Process
Although there has been a considerable amount of effort made in the study of heavy ion complete fusion reactions there has been surprisingly less attention 40 238 given to the important Ar + U system. This is in part due to the fact that the evaporation residue ( z '**~x n 110) has been predicted to have essentially no stability [4, 8] . In one of the first studies of this reaction Sikkeland [9] reported a fisBlon excitation function with a threshold of 200 MeV (171 MeV cm.), The results of this study [16] in fact showed that approximately 50% of the total reaction cross section resulted in a broad symmetric distribution of products centered at approximately one-half the mass of the compound nucleus. Thus, they conclude that there Is evidence supporting these theoretical models action barrier is required in the reaction of Ca + Cm to produce fusion.
Moreover it has been found [33J that by using the "Overlaid Alice" code 134]
with "realistic fission barriers" (8) for the superheavy elements, that fission losses in the SHE region increase even more rapidly than might be expected with additional excitation energy because of the rapid drop of the fission barriers of the SHE's as neutrons are evaporated, and the neutron-deficient edge of the lBland of stability is approached.
Thus the increase in excitation energy of the compound nucleus resulting from the higher threshold for complete fusion of the projectile and target nuclei, augments the difficulty of producing superheavy elements in uombardmentB utilizing projectiles such as Ca.
D. Alternative Complete Fusion Routes?
Radloanalytlcal studies of heavy-ion projectiles with uranium targets have shown that the fraction of the total reaction cross section going Into complete fusion-fission rapidly decreases as ions heavier than Ar are used.
This effect is dramatically illustrated in Fig. 8 [35] where the percent of the total reaction cross section versus the projectile atomic number is plotted for the three reaction channels, complete fusion-fission (CF), deep inelastic transfer (DIT), and quasielastic trailsfer (QET). The measured cross sections as well as the parameters B/E , . for each system are contained in Table 1 .
Justification for this comparison is based on the similar B/Eef values for these reactions although the relative cross section ratios for the QET and DIT reactions (particularly for U+U) may not have too much significance.
The fraction of the total reaction crocs section going Into complete fusion is probably even less than indicated, since first, a reevaluation by Kratz et al.
[27] of the Kr+U results indicates that complete fusion accounts for less than 4£ of the total reaction cross section and secondly, the recoil range distribution data for the Ar + U reaction [7] shows a large deep inelastic contribution to the production of products previously attributed to complete fusion-fission. 
Thus It is clear from these types of observation.3 that SHE'S cannot be produced in a very heavy-ion heavy-target complete fusion-fission reaction

